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Preface
I’ve always wished to write a follow-up to Discovering Chess Openings and I’m delighted that
this book has given me an opportunity to do so. In Discovering Chess Openings I concentrated
mainly on basic opening principles. In this new book, the focus changes to studying a range of
openings and making choices about which ones to play in your games.
I’ve chosen 1 e4 e5 openings (Open Games) because these are the first we learn, so it seemed
like a very suitable subject for a First Steps book. For any young chess player (or indeed anyone
‘young’ in chess experience), there’s no better choice than to play 1 e4 e5 openings with White,
with Black, or even with both colours. Playing Open Games gives you a wonderful opportunity to
improve your skills and knowledge of key tactical ideas you need to master in your development
as a chess player. Throughout the book you will find many examples (and exercises, to keep you
busy!) involving forks, pins, skewers, discovered attacks, discovered checks, double checks, removing defenders and so on.
The contents of this book are largely based on studying thousands of young players’ games
over many years. The emphasis is on openings which have appeared most often. Recommendations are made on opening choices that have been successful in developing key chess skills. I’ve
recommended playing some openings with both White and Black, including the Italian Game, Evans Gambit, Two Knights Defence, Ruy Lopez and Scotch Gambit, so these openings are covered
in greater detail. If you are taking your very first steps in chess openings, please focus initially on
Chapters 1-2, whereas readers with a little more experience may wish to dive in elsewhere. As
it’s a First Steps book, I’ve tried to avoid encyclopaedic coverage. In any case, you certainly don’t
need to remember every single variation and all the notes before playing the opening. Take in the
first few moves and the key ideas, and then try it out in your games!
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Introduction

Let’s start at the very beginning; the first ‘opening’ we all learn: the four-move checkmate!
1 e4 e5 2 Ëh5 Ìc6 3 Íc4 Ìf6 4 Ëxf7

W________W
[rDb1kgW4]
[0p0pDQ0p]
[WDnDWhWD]
[DWDW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGWIWHR]
W--------W
Checkmate! The advantage is that White develops the pieces with a plan – a very basic plan to
attack Black’s weak spot as quickly as possible, but a plan nevertheless, and a plan which could
end with a spectacular result!
Note: The f7-pawn is the known as Black’s weak spot because it’s defended only
by the king whereas all other pawns are defended by at least one other piece.
Likewise, f2 is White’s weak spot.
The drawback of White’s plan is that it only has a chance of working against absolute beginners, albeit quite a good chance! The threat of checkmate is easy to defend against, and furthermore White has ignored an important guideline: don’t move your queen out early in the game
unless there’s a good reason to do so. The problem with developing the queen early is that it becomes vulnerable to attacks by enemy pieces. If you have to keep moving your queen to escape
attacks, you lose precious time you’d rather spend getting other pieces into the game.
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How to Beat the Four-Move Checkmate
I expect (hope!) that all of you, by now, have learned a way to stop the four-move checkmate,
but don’t skip to Chapter One just yet. What we are really interested in here is the best way to
stop it, and this is because it teaches us something vital about good opening play. Let’s have a
closer look at the moves:
1 e4 e5 2 Ëh5
The queen attacks three pawns, but for the moment it only threatens the unguarded pawn on
e5.
2...Ìc6!
Black defends the e5-pawn and develops a knight at the same time.
3 Íc4

W________W
[rDb1kgn4]
[0p0pDp0p]
[WDnDWDWD]
[DWDW0WDQ]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGWIWHR]
W--------W
Now both the queen and the bishop attack the f7-pawn, so White threatens to give checkmate with Ëxf7. Black has a few ways to defend against the threat. For example, we could defend the f-pawn a second time with 3...Ëe7, 3...Ëf6 or even 3...Ìh6. However, the ideal choice
is:
3...g6!
Not only does this move prevent the checkmate by blocking the queen’s path to f7, it attacks
the queen too!
Tip: Be alert to moves which achieve more than one task. Here 4...g6 defends against
a threat and also creates a threat.
4 Ëf3
The queen retreats but still attacks the pawn on f7, so Black is faced with the threat of Ëxf7
mate for a second time. Again, there are a few ways to defend, but the best option is:
4...Ìf6!
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W________W
[rDb1kgW4]
[0p0pDpDp]
[WDnDWhpD]
[DWDW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDQDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGWIWHR]
W--------W
Black blocks the threat of checkmate and develops the other knight to its best square – another dual-purpose move.
At this stage White should abandon any ideas of checkmate and begin developing some new
pieces. A good start would be 5 Ìe2, getting ready to castle kingside. Let’s see what could happen if White fails to do this and instead continues to attack:
5 g4?
White’s idea is to threaten the knight by moving the pawn to g5. If the knight then moves,
Ëxf7 is checkmate. Unfortunately for White, this isn’t going to happen!
5...Ìd4!

W________W
[rDb1kgW4]
[0p0pDpDp]
[WDWDWhpD]
[DWDW0WDW]
[WDBhPDPD]
[DWDWDQDW]
[P)P)W)W)]
[$NGWIWHR]
W--------W
Suddenly Black is the one who is creating the threats. The knight attacks the white queen, but
there’s also a threat of ...Ìxc2+, forking the king and rook. So White’s queen has to move and
defend the c2-pawn.
6 Ëd1
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Things have gone horribly wrong for White. The queen has already moved three times and yet
she is now back on her starting square! Black could simply capture the pawn on e4 with the knight
on f6, but let’s continue the theme of developing with threats:
6...d5!

W________W
[rDb1kgW4]
[0p0WDpDp]
[WDWDWhpD]
[DWDp0WDW]
[WDBhPDPD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[P)P)W)W)]
[$NGQIWHR]
W--------W
Black threatens the bishop on c4, the pawn on e4, and something else too. Can you see what it is?
7 exd5 Íxg4!
This was Black’s third threat. Moving the d-pawn freed the bishop on c8 and created a discovered attack on the g4-pawn. Now there’s a yet another attack on the poor queen. The queen
can’t move to a safe square so the only option is to block the attack. White’s position is already
very bad, but if White chooses to block with the knight it gets even worse:
8 Ìe2?

W________W
[rDW1kgW4]
[0p0WDpDp]
[WDWDWhpD]
[DWDP0WDW]
[WDBhWDbD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[P)P)N)W)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
Exercise: Black can now force checkmate in two moves. Can you see how we do this?
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Answer: 8...Ìf3+!
White’s king has only one square to go to.
9 Êf1 Íh3 mate!
An amazing end to the game, with the bishop and knight combining beautifully as a team to
checkmate the white king. It’s difficult to believe that just a few moves ago it was White threatening checkmate!
What Black did so well in this example was to stop White’s primitive plan by playing natural and
active developing moves, and by doing so Black was able to create his own threats and force
White to retreat.
In summary, when we learn the best way to deal with the four-move checkmate, and how to
beat White’s crude attack afterwards with 5 g4?, we also learn some key guidelines which help us
to choose moves in all openings:
1) Develop your pieces as quickly as possible.
2) Defend against threats by playing natural developing moves.
3) Search for developing moves which achieve more than one goal. Dual-purpose moves are
good, and triple-purpose moves are even better!
4) Search for developing moves which create threats. Single threats gain time, and double
threats may gain pieces!
Keeping those guidelines in mind, let’s move on to our first opening...
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Chapter One

Introducing the Italian Game
In this first chapter we’ll introduce ourselves to a very popular chess opening, and one that’s
an ideal choice when you are taking your first steps. It’s incredibly popular among young players –
I’ve seen it played in thousands of games! – so we’ll be covering it in some detail throughout the
book.
Let’s begin with the first few moves:
1 e4 e5 2 Ìf3
The best move! White develops the knight to its favourite square and threatens the e5-pawn.
2...Ìc6!
A good response! Black defends the pawn by developing the knight, also to its best square.
3 Íc4

W________W
[rDb1kgn4]
[0p0pDp0p]
[WDnDWDWD]
[DWDW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDNDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
This opening is called the Italian Game. Just like with the four-move checkmate, the bishop
moves to an active position, where it attacks Black’s weak point, the pawn on f7. Unlike the fourmove mate, White’s other move, Ìf3, is much better than Ëh5. In the first three moves White
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has followed opening guidelines perfectly and is even ready to castle.
Did you know? Many openings are named after places where they were invented
and first studied. The Italian Game was studied in Italy in the 16th Century,
which makes it one of the oldest openings in chess.
It’s crucial for us to realize that in the Italian Game White may go for a quick attack against the
f7-pawn, using the bishop and the knight. If Black plays the very natural move 3...Ìf6, White can
reply 4 Ìg5.

W________W
[rDb1kgW4]
[0p0pDp0p]
[WDnDWhWD]
[DWDW0WHW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDWDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
By attacking the pawn on f7 with two pieces, White has created two threats. The first is simply Íxf7+, winning the pawn and forcing the black king to move. The second threat is even bigger: Ìxf7 would fork Black’s queen on d8 and rook on h8! For young, inexperienced players, this
attack on f7 is scary, and it’s not easy to defend. I’ve seen this position appear hundreds of times
in junior games, and Black often goes astray immediately. I’ve lost count of the number of times
I’ve seen the player with the black pieces losing a rook, or even worse! There is a way for Black to
defend against White’s threat, by playing 4...d5!. However, even after this move Black has to be
very careful. We’ll take a look at that line a bit later on in the book, but for now I’m going to recommend a simpler way for Black to deal with White’s Ìg5 attack.

How to deal with the Ìg5 Attack
Let’s return to the starting position:
1 e4 e5 2 Ìf3 Ìc6 3 Íc4 Íc5!
Black’s bishop does the same as White’s and moves an active square. Black wants to develop
the kingside pieces as quickly as possible, to get ready to castle, but it’s much safer to move the
bishop first. If White now tries 4 Ìg5?, Black simply takes the knight with the queen!
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W________W
[rDb1kDn4]
[0p0pDp0p]
[WDnDWDWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDWDNDW]
[P)P)W)P)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
Did you know? The opening after 3...Íc5 is sometimes called the Giuoco Piano,
which is Italian for ‘Quiet Game’. As we shall see, though, often this opening is
anything but quiet!
White has a few options in this position, but the first one we’ll consider is:
4 d3
This pawn move frees the bishop on c1 and it also allows White to safely move the knight to
g5.
4...Ìf6!
Now that the bishop has moved, Black gets the knight out too. Let’s see what happens if
White goes for the attack on f7:
5 Ìg5?!

W________W
[rDb1kDW4]
[0p0pDp0p]
[WDnDWhWD]
[DWgW0WHW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDPDWDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
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How does Black deal with the threat to the f7-pawn?
5...0-0!
Black protects the f7-pawn in the most natural way – by castling! The attack hasn’t worked,
White should admit that 5 Ìg5?! was a waste of time and be ready to retreat it after ...h6. Let’s
check out what happens if White goes ahead and captures the pawn anyway:
6 Ìxf7?! Îxf7 7 Íxf7+ Êxf7

W________W
[rDb1WDWD]
[0p0pDk0p]
[WDnDWhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDWDPDWD]
[DWDPDWDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$NGQIWDR]
W--------W
Points-wise, bishop and knight for rook and pawn is a fair exchange, but Black enjoys the advantage in this position, for two reasons.
1) Black has many more pieces developed than White.
2) In the early stages of a game, two pieces are definitely worth more than a rook and pawn.
Rooks normally take a long time to get into the game, and they only show their full power once
the position opens up after some pawn exchanges.
As Black, you may feel that your king has become a little exposed, but the fact that White has
swapped off all his attacking pieces makes the black king perfectly safe. If you are really concerned, you could always move it back to g8 at some moment.
Here’s an example, taken from a student’s training game, where Black’s army of pieces quickly
overwhelms White:
8 0-0 d6 9 Ìc3 Íg4!
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W________W
[rDW1WDWD]
[0p0WDk0p]
[WDn0WhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDWDPDbD]
[DWHPDWDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$WGQDRIW]
W--------W
An excellent move. Black develops the bishop and threatens the white queen.
10 Ëe1
White is unable to block the attack with 10 f3, as that would be an illegal move!
10...Ìd4!
There’s no let-up - Black continues with forcing moves. The knight hops into a strong central
square and creates a new threat of ...Ìxc2, which would fork the queen and rook.
Note: The concept of a ‘forcing move’ is a very important one in chess tactics.
It’s a move which gives the opponent very few choices in their reply. A forcing move
is nearly always a check, a capture or a threat. Forcing moves should always be
considered in your calculations.
11 Ëd2
White has to move the queen again and block the bishop, which isn’t ideal.
11...Ëd7 12 Îe1
Black has a fantastic position, with many promising ideas here. One option is to play simply
12...Îf8, followed by ...Êg8, when the rook comes to life along the half-open f-file and all of
Black’s pieces attack on the kingside. In the game Black went for a quicker win, and got it!
12...Íh3!?
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W________W
[rDWDWDWD]
[0p0qDk0p]
[WDW0WhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDWhPDWD]
[DWHPDWDb]
[P)P!W)P)]
[$WGW$WIW]
W--------W
Very creative! If the bishop is captured by the pawn, Black’s knight hops into f3 and forks
White’s king and queen. Black’s bishop move also creates a big threat, which White fails to spot.
13 b3?
White’s only good defence was 13 Îe3!, after which Black should play 13...Íe6.
13...Íxg2!

W________W
[rDWDWDWD]
[0p0qDk0p]
[WDW0WhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDWhPDWD]
[DPHPDWDW]
[PDP!W)b)]
[$WGW$WIW]
W--------W
Black sacrifices the bishop in order to blow open White’s king. This time it’s much more difficult for White to ignore the bishop, given that Black is threatening ...Ìf3+.
13...Ëg4! is another very strong move, and soon leads to checkmate.
14 Êxg2 Ëg4+ 15 Êf1
15 Êh1 puts up a better defence, but Black wins anyway after 15...Ìf3! 16 Ëe2 Ëh3!.
There’s no safe way for White to stop the threat of checkmate with ...Ëxh2.
15...Ëh3+ 16 Êg1 Ìf3+ 17 Êh1
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W________W
[rDWDWDWD]
[0p0WDk0p]
[WDW0WhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDWDPDWD]
[DPHPDnDq]
[PDP!W)W)]
[$WGW$WDK]
W--------W
17...Ëxh2 mate
Black could have taken the queen on d2, but checkmate is stronger!

Points to Remember
1) Bishop to c5, then knight to f6 – bishop first, then knight! This way of developing the kingside pieces prevents White from playing 4 Ìg5.
2) Be prepared to meet the knight coming to g5 by castling kingside, which defends the f7pawn in the most natural way.
3) The Ìg5 attack is normally only a good idea if your opponent can’t defend the f7-pawn by
castling.

A Powerful Pin
Let’s consider what could happen if White doesn’t play Ìg5 and instead carries on developing.
1 e4 e5 2 Ìf3 Ìc6 3 Íc4 Íc5 4 d3 Ìf6 5 Ìc3
This is a much better move than 5 Ìg5.
5...d6!
With this pawn move, Black gets ready to develop the light-squared bishop. You’ll notice that
the position is now completely symmetrical, with both sides having played exactly the same
moves.
6 0-0
Castling as soon as possible is nearly always a good idea, but there are some exceptions – and
this is one of them!
6...Íg4!
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W________W
[rDW1kDW4]
[0p0WDp0p]
[WDn0WhWD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDBDPDbD]
[DWHPDNDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$WGQDRIW]
W--------W
Note: This pin on the knight is often a powerful weapon in the Italian Game.
The problem for White is that it’s impossible to break the pin without weakening the king. If
the queen moves to either e1 or d2, to escape the pin, Black simply takes the knight and forces
White to recapture with the g-pawn, leaving the king exposed. White could also break the pin by
attacking the bishop with pawns, with 7 h3 Íh5 8 g4, but moving the g-pawn up to g4 also exposes the king.
There’s no simple solution to this problem, and furthermore Black has another strong move
coming up. Let’s see how the game progresses if White is unaware of Black’s intentions.
7 Íg5?!
This is a very natural reply by White, who creates his own pin.

W________W
[rDW1kDW4]
[0p0WDp0p]
[WDn0WhWD]
[DWgW0WGW]
[WDBDPDbD]
[DWHPDNDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$WDQDRIW]
W--------W
Exercise: Find a good move for Black here.
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Answer: 7...Ìd4!
Tip: Put pressure on the pinned piece! (A catchy phrase I became aware of after
students discovered it on the website Chesskid.com.)
Black attacks the pinned knight for a second time. Now when the knight is captured, White will
be forced to take back with the pawn, leaving the king on g1 open and vulnerable to attack. On
the previous move, White should have chosen 7 Íe3! instead of 7 Íg5, to take the knight if it
jumps into d4.
Black is already doing well in this position. Let’s go through some moves from a student’s
training game:
8 Ìd5
White copies Black and attacks the pinned knight on f6.
8...c6 9 Ìxf6+ gxf6 10 Íh4
The bishop retreats and keeps the pin on the f6-pawn.
10...Ìxf3+ 11 gxf3 Íh3!
The bishop threatens the rook on f1.
12 Îe1 Îg8+!
Following the knight exchanges on the f6- and f3-squares, the g-file is now completely open.
Only White’s king is in danger, though, because earlier on White castled kingside whereas Black
didn’t!

W________W
[rDW1kDrD]
[0pDWDpDp]
[WDp0W0WD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWG]
[DWDPDPDb]
[P)PDW)W)]
[$WDQ$WIW]
W--------W
Exercise: Find a strong idea for Black if White gets out of check by playing 13 Êh1.
Answer: If 13 Êh1, Black plays 13...Íg2+! 14 Êg1 and now 14...Íxf3+!. It’s a discovered
check and Black wins the queen.
13 Íg3!
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Blocking the check is definitely the best choice, but the bishop on g3 is now pinned to its king
by Black’s rook. How can Black take advantage of this?
Note: When a piece is pinned to its king, it’s often called an absolute pin.
13...h5!

W________W
[rDW1kDrD]
[0pDWDpDW]
[WDp0W0WD]
[DWgW0WDp]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWDPDPGb]
[P)PDW)W)]
[$WDQ$WIW]
W--------W
Remember, put pressure on the pinned piece! Black’s threat is to play ...h4, winning the pinned
bishop.
14 Êh1
White defends against the threat of ...h4, by moving the king to break the pin.
14...h4!
Black plays the move anyway!
Note: This time Black is using a different tactic, called deflection. Black uses the
pawn to force the bishop off the g-file.
15 Íxh4 Íg2+!
And this is why! With the bishop removed from g3, it’s now safe to play this powerful check
we saw earlier.
16 Êg1 Íxf3+
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W________W
[rDW1kDrD]
[0pDWDpDW]
[WDp0W0WD]
[DWgW0WDW]
[WDBDPDWG]
[DWDPDbDW]
[P)PDW)W)]
[$WDQ$WIW]
W--------W
Discovered check! Black again wins the queen.

Points to Remember
1) If White doesn’t play Ìg5, don’t castle straightaway.
2) Play ...d6 and, if possible, pin the knight with ...Íg4. This is a good idea for Black, especially
if White has castled.
3) Aim to put more pressure on White’s pinned knight by playing ...Ìd4.
Let’s go back and consider a better option for White than castling:
1 e4 e5 2 Ìf3 Ìc6 3 Íc4 Íc5 4 d3 Ìf6 5 Ìc3 d6 6 Íg5!

W________W
[rDb1kDW4]
[0p0WDp0p]
[WDn0WhWD]
[DWgW0WGW]
[WDBDPDWD]
[DWHPDNDW]
[P)PDW)P)]
[$WDQIWDR]
W--------W
This is a wise choice. This time it’s White who is first to create a pin.
Exercise: If Black now castles, how should White respond?
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